





































About the Method of Pivot Word’s Translation:  
Focusing on Waka Poems with Two Contexts Using Row of Pivot Words 
and Word Associations
FITTLER Áron
In this thesis we investigated translation methods of waka poems with two contexts (namely, land-
scape and human relation) and suggested some new methods to innovate these waka poems’ 
translation.




because this rhetorical device is closely related to the vocabulary and structure of the Japanese lan-
guage. There are many cases where the two sides of the poem, namely the landscape and the 
human relation, are involved mainly by their sounds and it is difficult to find some common 
nuances. While, in the former translations, there were many efforts and ingenuities applied to 
transmit these pivot words and word associations (engo), we cannot say that these problems are 
completely solved. In these waka poems with two contexts, several pivot words are used and we 
can often see them with word associations. In addition, there can be various relations between the 
two contexts: there are poems in which the two contexts have almost no common points except for 
their sound but, in other cases, we can find some common nuances.
 We considered translation methods of waka poems with two contexts, especially some 
examples in which we can hardly find out some common concepts in their content. Then, because 
the mother language of this thesis’s author is Hungarian, we tried some Hungarian translations of 
these waka poems.
 First, we discussed the nature of pivot words by citing the main results in previous research 
in the field of rhetoric focusing on homophonous words. Then, we investigated the translation 
methods of waka poems with two contexts through the former English and German translations 
of waka poems in the Kokin wakashū, the Shinkokin wakashū, and the Hyakunin isshu, and found 
11 types of methods. We analyzed these 11 methods by showing examples, then presented some 
issues applying them poses. Finally, we suggested some translation methods which may be capable 
to transmit waka poems with row of pivot words and word associations more precisely and tried a 
few translations of these waka poems. The conclusion of our consideration is that waka poems 
with two contexts could be most precisely transmitted to a Western language if we try to translate 
them by an allegory with actualizing the landscape through words which at the same time suggest 
human relation. This could be realized mostly by choice of words and personification.
Keywords :  classical waka poetry, pivot word (kakekotoba), word association (engo), waka poem with two 






























Ideological Exchanges between Okakura Tenshin (Kakuzō) and Swami 
Vivekananda on Asian Art History: Issues of the Social Evolution 
Theory and Greek Origins of Indian Art
TOGAWA Masahiko
Okakura Tenshin (Kakuzō), a renowned pioneering art historian of modern Japan, visited India in 
1902 to explore the origins of Buddhist art in Asia. During his nine-month visit in India, he stayed 
at the Belur Math in Calcutta and met Swami Vivekananda, a leading Hindu reformist of modern 
India and particularly being famous for his addresses at the Parliament of the World’s Religions in 
1893 in Chicago. 
 This paper examines Okakura’s view on the history of art in India, and more generally in 
Asia, as formed under the influence of Vivekananda’s thought. Vivekananda was considered to 
inspire him new perspectives on the development of Indian art history, such as a critical view of the 
theory of Greek influence on Indian art and a deeper understanding of its internal developments. 
Through Vivekananda’s discourse with Okakura at the Belur Math, Okakura deepened his under-
standing of the ideological unity and unique development of Asian arts and formulated a counter-
argument to Euro-centric notions of the development of art based on the social evolution theory 
and development stage theory proposed by Herbert Spencer and Fredrich Hegel.
 The outline of the paper is as follows. Chapter 1 discusses his perspective on the issue of the 
historical relation between Japanese Buddhist art in the Nara era and classical Greek art. Chapter 2 
examines the biographical studies of Okakura to illustrate his view on Asian arts and their develop-
ment during his lifetime. Chapter 3 discusses the change in Okakura’s views on the development 
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of art after his visit to India, which led him to oppose Western perceptions of art influenced by 
theories of social evolution and development stages of arts such as those of Spencer and Hegel. 
Chapter 4 examines the correspondence between Okakura and Vivekananda and other material 
found in Japan and India to gain insight into their relationship and ideological exchanges. Chapter 
5 examines Vivekananda’s interest in Indian art history and his critical view, which was influenced 
by the historic controversy between the British scholar James Fergusson and the Indian historian 
Raja Rajendralal Mitra on the issue of the Greek origins of Indian art in the 1870s. Chapter 6 dis-
cusses the ideological exchanges between Okakura and Vivekananda regarding the various issues of 
cultural exchanges between the west and the east. Chapter 7 examines their shared interest in the 
development of Asian art history and concludes the paper.
Keywords :  Okakura Tenshin (Kakuzō), Swami Vivekananda, Bengal, British Raj, Social Darwinism, Pan-
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　本稿は、日本を代表する李退渓研究者であった阿部吉雄が、京城帝国大学助教授時代に刊































“Neo-Confucianism of East Asia” and Yi T’oegye in Modern Japan: 
Debates on Yi T’oegye by Kimon and Kumamoto Practical Learning 
Schools and “Morality”
KANG Haesoo
This article explores the trajectory of research on Yi T’oegye’s philosophy in modern Japan with a 
focus on Abe Yoshio (a representative scholar of Yi T’oegye) who published a book entitled Yi 
T’oegye in 1944 when he was an assistant professor at Keijō Imperial University. By examining 
what both the scholars of the Kimon (Yamazaki Ansai) School and those of the Kumamoto 
Practical Learning School discussed about Yi T’oegye’s philosophy, I find that Abe actually com-
bined the interpretations of both schools, which maintained different academic orientations, into a 
coherent whole. Before Abe synthesized the interpretations of both schools, Oka Naokai (a disciple 
of Kusumoto Sekisui who was a Confucian scholar in the Hirado domain of Hizen) had already 
suggested such synthesis in his edited volume Kimon gakumyaku keifu furoku in 1940. Oka’s vol-
ume clearly showed that both Yamazaki Ansai (Kimon School) and Motoda Nagazane (Kumamoto 
School) had already been influenced by Yi T’oegye.
 When seen through the key concept “morality,” the debates on Yi T’oegye in the 1940s had 
little to do with discussions of Yi T’oegye that had unfolded in the Meiji period. Instead, Abe’s 
interpretations of Yi T’oegye’s philosophy from the perspective of “morality” were rather grounded 
in a variety of discourses that gained currency in Imperial Japan and Colonial Korea. Abe charac-
terized Yi T’oegye as “the founder of morality studies in the peninsula, the pioneer of moral phi-
losophy” and related Yi’s philosophy to the theories of morality proposed by Yamazaki Ansai and 
Motoda Nagazane, respectively. In particular, Abe tried to shed light on Yamazaki Ansai’s thought 
from the perspective of “morality.”
 In this article, I contextualize how the interpretations of Yi T’oegye’s moral philosophy, 
which the Kimon scholars and Kumamoto Practical Learning scholars (who are often discussed in 
the context of “Imperial Rescript on Education”) proposed, were closely interconnected.
Keywords :  Neo-Confucianism of East Asia, Morality, Yi T’oegye, Abe Yoshio, Yamazaki Ansai, Kimon 
School, Kumamoto Practical Learning School, Yokoi Shōnan, Motoda Nagazane, Imperial 













　西安事件直後に発表された「北京紀行」（『改造』19 巻 1 号、1937 年 1 月）には、「知識婦人」
像と「婦人大衆」像が示されており、女性が戦争とどう結びついていったのかが見出せる。
同作は発表後、1937 年と 1939 年時の書籍に計 3回収録され、1940 年 1 月にはヴァリアント
の「中国之旅」（『華文大阪毎日』29 号、大阪毎日新聞社発行）が中国語で発表された。一年後「中













Representations of Women in Wartime: A Study of Hayashi Fumiko’s 
“Beijing Travelogue” and “Travels in China”
NODA Atsuko
The writing of Hayashi Fumiko in her aspect as a military-aligned writer tends to be discussed 
with a focus on the conflict in her wartime cooperation. However, at the time, many newspapers 
and magazines supported the Sino-Japanese war, laying the groundwork for the Pacific War. 
Therefore, in the context of a nationally supported war, we must also consider expressions in 
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accordance with national policy. As well, previous studies have barely addressed the question of 
how the meaning of the text changes in context due to the amendments and censored characters 
included when her work was anthologized after its first editions. The analysis of this, however, 
leads us through the relations between women and war, offering an opportunity to deepen the 
debate on wartime.
 “Beijing Travelogue,” which was published immediately after the Xi’an Incident (in Kaizō, 
vol. 19, no. 1, January 1937), includes images of chishiki fujin (intellectual women) and fujin 
taishū (women of the masses), visualizing the connections between women and war. It was subse-
quently anthologized three times between 1937 and 1939; the variant “Travels in China” was pub-
lished in Chinese in January 1940 (Kabun Osaka Mainichi, vol. 29, Osaka Mainichi Shinbunsha). 
It is here confirmed for the first time that “Travels in China” was reprinted a year later in Sekai 
gahō (vol. 17, no. 1, Tokyo: Kokusai Jōhōsha); however, the article composition was changed at 
this time. The publication details above are relevant to the period in which national policy and josei 
kaihō shisō (emancipation of women) were involved.
 With confirmation of each stage of the changes in meaning in context of various texts on 
women, this analysis focused on chishiki fujin and fujin taishū. Regarding the connection with josei 
kaihō shisō, contradictions appeared almost immediately with regard to fujin taishū and did so 
eventually as well with chishiki fujin. As well, a hierarchy was found to exist between the two. That 
is, the representations of women addressed by this paper reveal that women were caught up in the 
war based on the various stances derived from this intra-women hierarchy, as josei kaihō shisō 
became a mirage. The latent presence of the patriarchy maintained the position within the house-
hold of men as they became soldiers. “Beijing Travelogue” and “Travels in China” make it clear 
how important women and their representations were in wartime.
Keywords :  Hayashi Fumiko, “Beijing Travelogue,” “Travels in China,” war cooperation, military-aligned 
writer, anti-Japanese, patriarchy, josei kaihō shisō (emancipation of women), fujin taishū (women 
of the masses), chishiki fujin (intellectual women)
〈研究論文〉
「他人の足」――当事者であるということ
四 方 朱 子




























Ōe Kenzaburō’s “Tanin no ashi”:  
The Narrator being the Individual Tōjisha
SHIKATA Shūko
Ōe Kenzaburō’s 1957 short novel “Tanin no ashi” (Someone Else’s Feet) is a story of teenage spinal 
caries patients living in an isolation ward. Although published early in Ōe’s novelist career, the 
short story already contains features of Ōe’s later novels. One such feature is the narrative view-
point: the tale is told by boku (I), the oldest spinal caries patient in the ward. This paper focuses on 
this first-person narrative and analyses how it is effectively used.
 Ōe called “Tanin no ashi” “a reflection on living within closed walls as a symbol of isolation 
and confinement,” a description promoted by well-known critics such as Etō Jun and Kōno 
Toshirō. However, by ignoring the story’s central feature—a first-person narrative of a person with 
a disability—such readings undervalue the uniqueness of this story.
 This paper reviews previous studies to show that by incorporating the dynamics of an era 
when medical therapies for spinal caries were rapidly changing, Ōe effectively depicts an “individ-
ual” escaping the community to which he had belonged.
 The novel also shows a clear prejudice against the sexuality of the disabled—in this case, the 
spinal caries patients. It describes their sexuality and sexual behavior as obscene. By doing so, how-
ever, the novel subtly demonstrates how the disabled themselves can internalize discriminatory 
attitudes. An understanding of such ambiguities is essential for any analysis of Ōe’s novels.































“Compilation of Monsters Illustrated Handscrolls” in Japan:  
Consideration for Shokoku yōkai zukan in International Research 
Center for Japanese Studies
KIBA Takatoshi
The subgenre of illustrated handscrolls referred to as “Compilation of Monsters Illustrated 
Handscrolls” (Bakemono-zukushi emaki), created mainly by Kanō-school artists and providing 
names and physical features of monsters, are a distinctive aspect of Edo-period Japanese culture. 
The scroll in the collection of the International Research Center for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken) 
titled Shokoku yōkai zukan (“Illustrated Scrolls of Yōkai from the Various Provinces,” created by 
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Nagaoka Tamon, ca. post 1700, hereafter referred to as Nichibunken scroll) is rare among Kanō-
school monster scrolls in that it includes text. In this article, I compare the Nichibunken scroll 
with two other illustrated handscrolls also featuring text, the anonymous Bakemono-zukushi emaki 
(“Compilation of Monsters Illustrated Handscroll,” collection of Mr. Kunimatsu Yoshiyasu, ca. 
post 1700, hereafter Kunimatsu scroll) and the anonymous Kaikidan ekotoba (“Weird Tales in 
Words and Pictures,” collection of the Fukuoka City Museum, Late Edo–Meiji periods). Through 
such a comparison, I consider the distinctive features of each scroll and the connections existing 
among the three.
 I first identify the basic facts concerning the three scrolls and then engage in a comparative 
analysis. The comparative analytical perspectives I take include: 1) comparing the texts found in 
the Nichibunken scroll and the Kunimatsu scroll; 2) considering monsters not included in other 
Kanō-school lineage scrolls; and 3) the relationship between the later Kaikidan ekotoba and the 
Nichibunken and Kunimatsu scrolls.
 With regard to 1), I examine the usage of monster names found in typical Kanō-school lin-
eage scrolls. Both scrolls here employ text that contains the names found in other Kanō-school lin-
eage scrolls. However, even when both scrolls use the same name for the same monster, the content 
of the relevant text can differ, or conversely a monster can be referred to by a different name 
depending on the scroll.
 As for 2), there are cases in which both the Nichibunken and the Kunimatsu scroll identify 
monsters that are not only different from those found in typical Kanō-school lineage scrolls, but 
differ from each other as well, thus presenting examples of monsters unique to each scroll. While 
identification of the particular legend connected with these monsters has not yet been achieved, I 
have been able to gather multiple clues that can be of reference. Here I point out that not all of the 
passages in the scrolls are completely the creation of the author.
 As for 3), an examination of the texts demonstrates that Kaikidan ekotoba can be identified 
as being strongly influenced by such strains of the Kanō-school lineage as the Nichibunken and 
Kunimatsu scrolls. 




　   附：「翻訳作品一覧表」「訳文掲載誌の基本情報一覧表」
鄒 　 双 双 
























Translations of Hayashi Fumiko in China Before and During the Second 
Sino-Japanese War
ZOU Shuangshuang and NODA Atsuko
This article is an overall survey and description of the Chinese translations of Hayashi Fumiko’s 
works before and during the Second Sino-Japanese War. In addition to the features of the transla-
tions, it discusses the exchanges between the author and her translator and editor, as well as points 
to be reconsidered in the chronology. This survey mainly uses the Chinese databases “National 
Newspapers and Periodicals Index” and “Dacheng Old Journal Full-text Database.” The original 
and the first appearance of each search result were checked and compiled into a “List of 
Translations.” Detailed information on the magazines was also compiled into the table “Basic 
Magazine Information.”
 People began to read Fumiko’s works in China from 1931 on, with Cui Wanqiu’s transla-
tion of Hōrōki (Diary of a Vagabond). In the early 1930s only short stories were introduced, but 
autobiographical works and serial novels began to appear from 1936 on. After the Second Sino-
Japanese War broke out, Fumiko became a military writer, with translations focusing on her 
reportage and autobiographical work rather than novels. A few works were published in magazines 
issued in Shanghai between 1937 and 1941, when Shanghai had not been fully occupied by Japan 
yet. These works, containing pathetic depictions of the war, were translated in support of 
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anti-Japanese sentiment. Most works were published in magazines issued in the Japanese Occupied 
Areas, and were intended to gain readers’ understanding of Japan’s invasion, to promote Japanese 
literature, and to make the Japanese more approachable.
 In addition to elucidating the translation situation, this paper illuminated an aspect of the 
exchange among Japanese and Chinese literati through clarifying the exchanges between Fumiko, 
the translator Cui Wanqiu, and the editor Zeng Jinke from letters. Furthermore, it was possible to 
confirm that “The Autumn of Beijing,” which is not included in Fumiko’s Complete Works, was 
published in a translation by Tao Zhicheng. This article reveals that Fumiko visited Beijing in 1936 
on behalf of the publisher Kaizōsha, and also indicates the need for a reconsideration of her 
chronological record, including this stay in Beijing.
Keywords :  Fumiko Hayashi, Chinese translation, Hōrōki, Cui Wanqiu, Zeng Jinke, literati exchange, “The 




























Transcription of the Shōmyōji Text, Ōjōraisan kōmyōshō 
SATAKE Shinjō
In this paper, I survey a text known as Ōjōraisan kōmyōshō, which belongs to the creed kept in 
Shōmyō-ji Temple, which is under the supervision of Kanagawa Prefectural Kanazawa-Bunko 
Museum. Kakumyōbō Chōsai, a disciple of Hōnen, wrote this text. The text contains an inscrip-
tion regarding the year of composition (namely, 1268), which means that it can be situated as one 
of the earliest commentaries on Ōjōraisan, and is therefore of historical value.
 The author, Chōsai, became Hōnen’s disciple very late in his teacher’s life, but as he later 
formed a new school, called the Kubonji School, he is regarded as one of Hōnen’s most important 
disciples. However, due to the fact that the Kubonji School vanished shortly after its formation 
and most of their texts disappeared along with it, this made it very difficult to know who Chōsai 
was. In such circumstances, a number of texts including Ōjōraisan kōmyōshō were found by a 
research group during the Showa era. Since then, Chōsai’s importance has been broadly recognized 
in academia, and more researches on him have been anticipated. Yet, there were only a few papers 
done prior to my study on this matter, showing that there is much more work to be done on 
Chōsai. Also, it is important to note that there was a significant influence from Ryōchū, the third 
patriarch of Jōdo School, who was active during the same time as Chōsai, according to his untran-
scribed documents. With my research, I believe that Ōjōraisan kōmyōshō could be a valuable docu-
ment that provides clarification as to the relationships as well as the ideological similarities and 
differences found between Honen’s disciples.
 As the first step in examining and introducing this transcription, I will show just who 
Chōsai was as well as the development of the Pure Land School during the medieval era of Japan. 
Keywords :  Kakumyōbō Chōsai, “Jōdo-Gike”, Kanagawa Prefectural Kanazawa-Bunko Museum, Hōnen’s 
disciples, Ryōchū
